
Eagle Insight

Power Up your RPA Programme with Real-time Analytics & Authoritative Business 

Insights

Track, measure, analyse and enhance the performance of your entire automation 

programme with Eagle Insight – a cutting-edge embedded analytics platform 

specifically designed for RPA.

Real-time Automation Operational Analytics for 
Powerful Business Insights
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If RPA Growth Trend
Continue Will Achieve

“Near Universal Adoption”

5 YEARS
finance leaders have 
implemented or are 

planning to implement 

80%

Cost Savings implement
by RPA FTE costs for 

financial services. (EY)

20%–60%

4X
TOP PERFORMERS

EARNED

intelligent process 
automation (IBM)

75%

PRODUCTIVITY
27 %53%

of Enterprises have 
already started their RPA 

journtey

Today’s enterprises understand that in order to stand out in a hyper-competitive 

market, product or service quality are no longer the key business imperatives. To 

achieve true competitive differentiation, they need to think ahead and offer mem

orable customer experiences. And to do this, they need to invest in one primary 

lever: automation technology, primarily Robotic Process Automation (RPA).

RPA is revolutionising the way businesses all over the world now approach 

repeatable, manual or process-driven tasks. By helping to streamline processes, 

improve speed, boost productivity and efficiency, reduce errors, and reducing 

costs – RPA is helping organisations realise long-term digital transformation and 

business growth.
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Many organisations that have deployed RPA are unable to extract full value from it. 

This is a classic case of you can’t improve what you can’t measure. An RPA Analytics 

platform like Eagle INSIGHT effectively addresses this challenge.

Eagle INSIGHT provides both high-level and granular visibility into the effectiveness 

of enterprise RPA programmes. Real-time data, visually intuitive dashboards, 

insight-rich reports, department-wise analytics and role management, and Kanban 

boards – Eagle INSIGHT’s must-have capabilities enable RPA-powered organisations 

to:

•   Track, measure, analyse, and forecast the performance of their RPA programme
•   Get greater visibility into the health of their deployment
•   Understand the programme’s impact on their bottomline
•   Validate RPA operational viability and calculate RoI
•   Gauge its ability to help them achieve their strategic business outcomes

Eagle INSIGHT is a robust RPA data analytics 

solution that enables enterprises to better analyse, 

understand and quantify the numerous business 

outcomes driven by their RPA implementation. By 

eliminating the need for guesswork or extrapola-

tion, this cloud-based advanced analytics platform 

helps drive profitable and enterprise-wide 

strategic RPA discussions. It also enables 

organisations to confidently take the right 

decisions with respect to deepening & 

broadening the scope of their automation 

approach.

With its containerised, cloud-based architecture, 

Eagle INSIGHT delivers advantages like enhanced 

portability, flexibility and control, as well ease of 

deployment and maintenance. Plus, the solution is 

vendor-agnostic so you don’t have to worry about 

the operational and financial problems associated 

with vendor lock-in. Equally important, Eagle 

INSIGHT’s advanced end-to-end data encryption 

capability ensures unstinting data security & 

protection from unauthorised access, modification 

or transfer. Your RPA data – the way you want it!

RPA
Timeline

The RPA industry will 
grow from $250 

million in 2016 to $2.9 
billion in 2021.

POTENTIAL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF 
KNOWLEDGE WORK AUTOMATION 
IS EXPECTED TO BE $5-7 TRILLION 

BY 2025. (AUTOMATION ANYWHERE)

BY 2025, THE MARKET FOR 
COLLABORATIVE ROBOTICS IS 

EXPECTED TO REACH $12 BILLION 

THE GLOBAL ROBOTIC PROCESS 
AUTOMATION MARKET SIZE IS ALREADY 
VALUED AT $1.40 BILLION IN 2019 ANDIS  

EXPECTED TO REACH $11 BILLION BY 2027

(RPA) SOFTWARE REVENUE GREW 63% 
IN 2018 TO $846 MILLION IN 2018
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Eagle INSIGHT is perfect for RPA Consulting firms that provide RPA planning, 

implementation and maintenance services to enterprises. Everyone associated with a 

Consulting org, from project managers, developers and analysts to project sponsors and 

even C-Suite leaders can leverage Eagle INSIGHT to deliver powerful and real-time 

business metrics to their clients.

RPA Center of Excellence (CoE) leaders and teams can also tap into its capabilities to 

track KPIs, review RPA performance, optimise deployment, and drive long-term 

operational efficiencies. And since Eagle INSIGHT is an “end-to-end” business 

intelligence solution, CoE can also use it to:

 

•   Create and validate business cases
•   Quantify and visualise the financial impact of automation
•   Extract and share reports with key stakeholders, including senior leadership
•   Optimise the performance of their digital workforce (“bots”)
•   Inform their decision-making concerning RPA investment, planning and strategy

Who is Eagle INSIGHT For ?
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Often, enterprise RPA adoption is delayed due to a lack of solid analytical insights into 

its potential business benefits. Business cases can help address this challenge with 

accurate forecasts. With the Process Vault in Eagle INSIGHT, you can quickly create 

business cases by department and process, with all the necessary information regard-

ing rationale and potential RPA benefits, such as potential FTE savings, AHT reduction, 

etc.

Then view the business case under Business Insight for a quick visual view of actual 

versus forecast benefits over different time periods, so you know exactly what you 

stand to gain by implementing RPA. Eagle INSIGHT even ranks business cases based 

on priority so you can clearly see which processes are most important to focus on.

 This empowers key decision-makers and stakeholders to take evidence-based and 

transparent decisions about RPA that have the greatest potential for positive business 

outcomes.

Furthermore, with the Process Vault’s built-in Process Pipeline Management capability, 

you can quickly view the status of each process in the system by its individual stage - 

Discovery, Design, Development or UAT. With its insight-rich visual dashboard, updated 

in real time, managing, optimising and analysing your RPA process pipeline is much 

easier than ever before.

Payback

Cost SavingsFTE savings

Time savings

ROI NPV and Net Benefit

Payback period
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Eagle INSIGHT helps you monitor and track your digital workforce, and optimise its 

potential over the long term. Real-time insights with full transparency and 

uncompromising reliability are both possible with Eagle INSIGHT and Operational 

Insight.

Operational Insight : Real Insights into the Performance of Your Bots Setting up a 

digital workforce of 24x7 bots is just the first step towards deploying an RPA 

programme. It’s  even more important to monitor and optimise the ongoing 

performance of these bots.

“Don’t just make your bots work for you. 
Make them work harder. ” 

Automation
Eagle INSIGHT will show you how!

BOT 
PERFORMANCE

BOT 
UTILISATION

TOTAL
AUTOMATION

DAILY
PRODUCTIVITY

COMPLETION
RATE

BUSINESS
EXCEPTIONS

SYSTEM
EXCEPTIONS
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SUPPORT INSIGHT: Create, Track and Process Support Tickets Without Leaving 

Eagle INSIGHT

Eagle INSIGHT’s integrated support portal allows you to create support tickets 

from within the portal itself. There’s no need to use a separate ticketing applica-

tion. Bring your development, operations and support teams together and elimi-

nate inefficient silos. Streamline the way you identify and address RPA-related 

challenges, and most importantly – save time, effort and money!

Eagle INSIGHT is completely API-driven so, if you’re looking to integrate it 
with your existing Support applications – you can!

Visual dashboard 
with intuitive GUI

Tickets by category

Visual status of 
ALL tickets

User support 
insights

Support log

Filter tickets by 
process
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Kanban Board: Visualise all Work-in-Progress 
and Maximise Efficiency

IN PROGRESS
AUTOMATION

Which processes have you 
automated?

What is the status of each 
automation?

Which process is currently 
in Discovery?

Which ones are in Design,
Development, UAT or Production?

View all in-progress automations for a quick over-

view of where you are versus where you’d like to be.

 

Eagle INSIGHT’s Kanban Board provides a high-level 

visual overview so you can manage process develop-

ment and take steps to speed up your automation 

effort where and when required.



 

Take Your RPA Programme into the Big Leagues with Automation Analytics & 

Eagle INSIGHT

With a strong RPA Analytics solution, you can measure and analyse the perfor-

mance of your RPA operations. You can quantify it’s financial impact on your 

processes and workflows. You can also track benefits and KPIs, visualise RoI, and 

create business cases to see which processes you need to focus your efforts on. 

Eagle INSIGHT can help you do all this and more!

Empower your organisation’s RPA Centre of Excellence (CoE) to optimise and 

mature your existing RPA deployment. 

With key data-driven insights and real-time performance statistics, you can 

strengthen your automation-based capabilities, drive intelligent innovation, and 

leverage the true power of strategic digital transformation. 

Contact us to try 
Eagle INSIGHT for FREE.

TO THE NEXT LEVEL 
with Eagle INSIGHT 

Head Office:-Dublin, Ireland.
Phone:- (+353) 0876484971
Email:- enquiry@eagleinsight.io

Take Your 
Automation Journey


